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NZWH November

NZ Women in Hospitality Network
Share. Educate. Inspire

November event is coming up next week.

12 November 6:30pm
Our event host is a speaker as well this time around, so extra thanks to Zoe Llyod from Beach
house and Kiosk who will host us. There's plenty space to bring someone to their first event
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and meet some of the women in the community.
Weather is meant to be good so come enjoy the sunset and join the event [here]

Speakers for the evening
Zoe Llyod from Beach house & Kiosk
Emma Lydia from Shed 5
Samantha Dinsdale from The Five Fields, London

Well done to Amber Sturtz from Taco addicts for winning the Budburst ticket giveway for sending through images for the NZWH website. Still
accepting images if you want them on the website it would be much appreciated as it will be member built. Let us know what you would like
out of the website?
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Femmes & Food
Collab Dinner

Thanks to; we couldn't put
on a night like that
without you.

There was a great turn out

Lot 8

for the collaboration

Secret Garden

dinner, thanks to those who

Kaicycle

attended, and special

Fantail Grove

thanks to the producers who

The Mushroom house

made it possible. Get in

Lewis Farms

touch if you know of a

Kiakora Cheese

producer for a future event

SusanKenneday

or if you would like to be

Naya Brangenburg

involved.

Two Short dogs
Lashings
Amoise
Ritual Tea
Tongue in Groove
Urlur/The Huntress
Kelly Washington

Women in Hospitality Panel
How can we start addressing and improving our situations with such a small slot. Everyone has so many opinions, but there will never be
enough time to sift through it all. That's why this smaller scale events more frequently are important for us. To have an ongoing informal
discussion on bettering the industry for those currently in it which will improve the perception to persuade more long-term candidates to join.
Would you be interested in a panel option for Decembers event?
Would you prefer a small scale dinner or mastermind so the discussion is more group based or do we keep it the way it has been?
https://mailchi.mp/7bfc7b393b98/nzwh-october-122773
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Have an idea, comment, or suggestion, don't hesitate to send it along. This is a member's driven group
and so we are looking to build it to what the community feels it needs. Want to help? Great, we
definitely need it. Let us know what you can offer.
Thanks see you at the next event.

You are receiving this email because you have attended one of our events in the past or signed up to our
directory.
Our mailing address is:
nikita.kuschke@gmail.com
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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